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Uncle Sam Invests To Nab Dope Dealers
Should the United States
government invest in illegal
drllgs?
The City of Stockton has
persuaded the federal govern-,
{pent to invest in illegal drugs
"money-back
with
a
guarantee" by the local police
force. The investments are
made through undercover
agents who usually recover
the money after the arrest of a
local narcotics dealer.
Planning and Research
Officer. Henry Freeman, who
is responsible for the
federally-funded
police
programs, said that the
emphasis of the local fight
against drug abuse is on the
major dealers in narcotics.

Nine persons were jailed on
October 2. as narcotics agents
reportedly crashed down on
"major" - heroin-dealing
operation. Officer Freeman
beleives that San Joaquin
County has been "a major
contributor in California" to
the drug problem. The City of
Stockton has supported two
teams of the Metropolitan
Narcotics
Unit.
which
includes police officers and
sheriff's
deputies.
since
January 1973. The federal
government added a third
team to the detail July 1. The
task force now is made up of
fourteen men.
Officer Freeman noted
that it is generally accepted

Rv
By SUdNT\IAhi
SHANNON HOOD
that patrol divisions make the
majority ol narcotics arrests
lor most police departments.
The Stockton City Police De
partment was no exception
until the creation of the MetroNarcotics Unit.
Arrests
However, during the first
quarter ol (he federallyfunded project (July "lSeplember 30. 1973). 71 per
cent (219) of the 307 narcotics
arrests were made ' by the
fourteen Metro-Narcotics
officers (less than six per cent
of the entire police force).
Officer Freeman said that
the program has been very
successful. During the federal

•

program's first quarter 1,167
grams of heroin were seized
while only 1,429 grams were
seized during all of 1972.
Organized Crime
According
to Officer
Freeman, the Metropolitan
Narcotics Unit works hand-inhand with the Organized
Crime and Intelligence Unit,
which has been federally
funded since November 1,
1972. The concerns of this task
force include prostitution,
bookmaking, illegal gambling
and dealing in illegal drugs.
The Organized Crime and
Intelligence Unit works with
the district attorney, the
county sheriff and all the

state, federal and local law
enforcement
agents
to
coordinate
efforts
and
exchange reports. Such com
bined efforts led to the condiscation of $25,000 worth of
heroin and the arrest of a Lodi
man on October 10.
Expenses
Officer Freeman explain
ed that no new positions were'
created to establish this
detail, so all the
federal
allocations to the' Organized
Crime and Intelligence Unit
have gone toward eqipment
and operational expenses.
Such "operational" expenses
can include buggin devices,
DOPE see pg. 12
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Internships

Learning About The Working World'
By ANITA DOW

Bernadine Marvel begins her opening presentation as her
debate partner, Stuart Cooper, looks on.

Conservation Of Energy
Something To Talk About
speed limit, eliminating un
necessary lighting at night,
and better insulation of homes
are a' few of the ways to
1 conserve energy.
'The proposals made by
President Nixon last week
include: the building of the
Alaskan pipeline, year round
Daylight Savings Time, the
relaxation of environmental
standards, the speeding up of
licensing of nuclear power
plants, the opening up of
Naval petroleum reserves,
and the increasing of re
search funds for oil, shale,
geothermal and solar energy
development.
The Nixon administra
tion faces a dilemna in the
energy crisis. The oil com
panies claim that prices ol oil
and gas make it unprofitable
to search out new wells. The
administation, if it grants
price increases to the large oil
companies, is then accused oi
supporting big business and
helping to force out indepen
dent dealers.
The debate tournament,
hosted at UOP last week-end,
an ,<ronserv'ution of energy is debate teams from four states
Do« i f cons'deration. Pro the opportunity to argue the
f's such as lowering the ways of solving the energy
Crisis.

Many college students
had already formulated their
own plan to solve the energy
crisis before President Nixon
presented his proposals to the
nation last week. These stu
dents are involved in inter
collegiate debate. This year's
nation-wide resolution is con
cerned with the government's
controlling the supply and
utilization of energy in the US.
One solution presented by
Wany teams is that of nuclear
Power. Although
nucleur
Power is one solution to the
energy crisis, many argue
hat it is hardly the safest or
est solution to the problem.
Some debate teams felt
hat the current gas and oil
shortages are caused by the
ttajor oil companies. These
^ompanies own the oil wells,
e Pipelines, the refineries
nd
p,
gas stations. This
eetively eliminates any
ompetition from indepen®nt gas stations, for the big
1 companies only have to reSe to sell gas to the indepencnts to force them out of
oiisiness.

Unique educational ex
periences are available for
UOP students under the in
tern and co-operative educa
tional programs Opportunities
in nearly every major are
available.
Helm Haas, of the School
of Engineering, has been
named as cooridinalor of co
op and intern programs. He
describes his job as "discover
ing where we are and where
we should be going."
750 Involved
In the past two years,
approximately 750 students
have been involved in work ex
periences
related
to
education. Some 150 agencies
have provided these experi
ences.
Stockton
State
Hospital, California Youth
Authority,
Big
Valley
Cablevision, and NASA, are
just a few of the participating
agencies.
Experience

enthused
about
their
e xpel ie nee s.
E ngi nee r i ng
student, Stan Gamble, found
that his job helped him "learn
about the working world. It
exposes you to society and you
learn how to work with peo
ple. I think just about every
body should have the experi
ence."
Cincy Palmer, Communi-

Professor Helm Haas

cation Arts mhjor, is involved
in a new intern program with
Co-op education
pro-' Big Valley Cablevision. Cincy'
grams are a part of the curri has found her experience to be
culum at the Schools of Phar very enlightening. "I knew I
macy and Engineering. Under was interested in mass com
the co-op program the stu munication television, and
dents are paid. Interns are not from my experience, I know
paid, but receive credit that cablevision is what I want
toward their degree for their to do."
work experience.
Joh Opportunities
Students involved in co-op
Pharmacy student Beeky
and intern programs are.
Hedberg^ has a very positive
enthused
about
their
attitude about the school's
experiences.
Engineering
intern program. "The intern
student, Stan Gamble, found
program lets people ex
that his job helped him "learn
perience what they're going to
about the working world." It
be doing before they're too far
exposes you
into it to change their mind."
Currently, an opening in
Students involved in co-op
and intern programs are administrative work is'

available with the local Boy
Scouts. Spring semester will
offer an internship with
Congressman John McFall in
Washington, D.C.
In the next few weeks, a
survey will be taken in sleeted
classes to determine how
much student interest there is
in co-op and intern programs.
A strong positive response will
give the administration the
impetus to institute new work
. experiences,.
The co-ordination ohco-op
and intern programs is in its
beginning stages. With the
support of faculty and
students, the program will be
expanded to meet the needs
and desires of the students.

Application for the
California State Scholar
ship must be mailed to the
State Scholarship and Loan
Commission before mid
night, Tuesday, November
20.

All residents of Cali
fornia who feel they might
qualify, are urged to apply.
It only cost 8 cents for the
postage stamp and a small
fee for submittance of a
Parents'
Confidential
Financial
Statement
(PCS). Applications are
available at the Financial
Aids Office in North Hall.
Since the application re
quires some work on the
part of the Financial Aids
Office, all applications
should be completed and re
turned to the Financial Aids
Office as quickly as pos
sible and no later than Monday noon, November 19.
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Exchange Could Provide Winter Changes

Ms. Verne Shorten, Coiga;
Miss Mary Rajala, P.O. Box University, 151 N. 7th St.,
Winter
Term
1105, St. Olaf College, Hyde Park. N.Y. 11040
Exchange Program deadline,
Northfield, Minn. 55057
Carolyn
Russ,
Edk
December 1, is just a few short
Miss
Melanie Williams, Box College, 4634 Mitchell fit
weeks away. Several students
Rd
Gustavus
Adolphus
Kingsport, Tenn 37664
interested in attending
e 1281,
winter term at UOP are College, St. Peter, Minn. 56082 Lucie Curtiss, Ohio Wesley^
Rebecca
Mason,
awaiting notification Irom a Miss
Under Mt. Rd.. Shetlie|J
UOP exchange counterpart. Westmont College, 955 La Paz
Mass. 01257
These students from other Road, Santa Barbara, Ca. Donna Tramble, Box 76)
American
Universities 93108
Gettysburg College.
featuring the 4-1-4 semester MissTamara S. Tate, P.O.Box Gettysburg, Pa. 17325
plan would like a UOP on- 1398, Lenior College, Hickory,
Jane Talt. Box 486. Denisor
campus student to transler to No. Carolina 28601
University. Granville, Ohj,
their respective school while Miss Donna Caldwell, Box 394, 43023
they attend winter term here, Lenior
Rhyme College, Sue Fisher, P.O. Box
exchanging the use ol their Hickory, No. Curolinu 28601
Hamline University, St. patt|
winter term room and board Miss Georgina Rogers, 318
Minn.
plans and tuition fees.
Rose Ann Kulich. Box
Langdon Hall, University of
This exchange would Puget
irringtor,
Sound,
Tacoma Rainbow Rd., Bar
allow students translering to Washington
Illinois
and from UOP to waive Winter
term room and board and
tuition costs except lor course
l)r. Malcolm Moulc poses for Ihc Pacifican.
or lab fees or perhaps meal
plan adjustments.
Winter term catalogues
and applications for other
universities are available in
the Admission's office, first
floor Knoles Hall.
Remember, you must
write your exchange counter
Because he is
Once in a while your lirsl classes.
part to promote theexchartge.
convinced
that
he lcarnsabout
class session of the semester
Don't hesitate to write p school
will intorduee you to a pro- his hobby every time he that you wou[d like to attend
lessor who is dedicated to teaches it, Dr. Moule counts for a Winter term even if you
his European Cultural History
teaching. Really dedicated.
don't have an exchange
course
among his favorites.
That professor may list
counterpart. Some schools,
teaching, UOP, people and "1 should pay to be able to unlike UOP, do not require
history as his "favorites" in leach this class. "
Dr.
Moule's doctoral Winter term tuition or onlife.
His name could be
dissertation
(1947) was an campus housing.
Malcom Moule.
All
Winter
term
Dr. Moule has been analysis of the British ad exchanges must be make
teaching history for nearly 30 ministration of Tanganyika.
In 1952 he began a year of prior to December 1st, so start
years, and,
he admits,
research and observation in working on those exchanges
"getting paid for doing what I
,
Tanganyika
on a Ford Foun right away.
like."
Students
from
other 4-1-4
Among Moule's special dation grant. He explained
universities,,,
,inler$sted
in
interests is the cultural that his purpose was to up promoting an exchange with a
date
the
dissertation
and
veri
history of Europe.
He
fy his conclusions and assess Pacific student are:
explained that discussion of
the various aspects of culture ments.
Dr. Moule explained that Mr. Herbert J. Clinton
Herb Hafif will speak on November 19.
is a valuable learning
111,P.O. Box 143, Gettysburg
experience. "A student can his return to Tanganyika,
College. Gettysburg, Penn.
learn facts, but they aren't during his sabatical last
17325
important. The importance semester, was to refresh and
update
his
primary
field
of
lies in the implications of thos-e
Sherry Funke, Wake Forest
facts.
Such implications knowledge. "1 could not have
University, Box 6585 Reynolds
cannot be learned by the continued to teach without
Sta., Winston-Salem, N.C.
catching
up
on
my
subjects,
student, they can only be
27109
British and African history."
explored."
Miss Holly Winick, P.O. Box
Moule considers himself
Dr. Moule believes that
. 1740, College of St. Catherine,
to
be
very
loyal
to
the
Uni
many implications of his
On November 19 Herb consumer and environiw®
St. Paul, Minn. 55105
torical facts can be revealed versity of the Pacific. Noting
Hafif will be speaking for legislation, as well as W
through art, music and litera that loyalty to UOP does not
ASUOP's
Forum on National Angeles Country Lawyer
Miss
Susan
Latton,
Box
913,
ture. However, discussions of necessarily include agree
Priorities.
He is scheduled to the Year in 1972.
Hamline
University,
St.
Paul,
these subjects result in ment with the administrative
Mr. Hafif is a Mag^
talk
in
the
Raymond Great
Minn.
55101
officials.
Dr,
Moule
feels
that
speculations, not "right" or
Cumn
Laude Graduate Ira®
Hall
at
7:30
p.m.
Mr.
Hafif
is
a
faculty members who speak
"wrong" answers.
Pomona College, where I*
democratic
candidate
for
Miss
Patricia
Stokes.
Austin
out
on
controversial
actions
"I have found that one of
played varsity football. He'the best ways .to judge the are important to the univer College, Sherman, Texas Governer and an attorney in
75090
also
a member of Phi
California.
He
was
also
State
quality of student discussion is sity. "I was one myself," he
Kappa.
Herb Hafif calls!"®
Chairman
of
Good
Govern
Miss
Elizabeth
Hardy.
Box
added.
the extent to which I learn
self
the
"citizen's earn"
ment
Group,
which
lobbied
for
9406. Hollins College, Hollins,
from it," Moule tells his
date". As such, heisspeaM
Virginia 24020
statewide to introduce h'®
self to California's votes a™
to present his views on sta
LEAVE Dec. RETURN JAN.
politics. There will he
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
ONE EHEE PITCHES
FOR INFO. OR RESERVATION
WITH THIS COUPON
admission
charge.
CONTACT LAURA THOMAS
Party Supplies • Groceries
AT A-S- TRAVEL SE5WCE, oot;
The

Professor Finds More
Than Salary At Pacific

Herb Hafif To Speak Before
Forum On Hational Priorities

I
I
i
•
L

•

Seqaninl'* Liquors
Keg Beer • Free Delivery

PWCWI* ,71 sill

5

Sl'KCIAL DISCOUNT t-OK
SOKOKITY k FRATERNITY
FUNCTIONS

12S E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF

HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTES
120 North 8lh Street
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Telephone: (609 ) 365-7857
LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED - COMPARE AND SEE
Quality Research - 24 Hour Mail Orders
Originals by Professional Degreed Reseatchers
Professionally Typed with Bibliography & Footnotes
SEND $1.00 for a Complete Listing

i FREE BEER
TUES-THURS NITES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA
AT

DINO'S
7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
478-4111

STOCKTON, CA R5RO+. OR

CALL LAURA AT R4-6-22'5j
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Legality Standpoint For Alcohol Ban
By EDWARD DANSE
coming game. UOP campus
repercussions of the Athletic security was not involved in
artment's clamp-down on the stadium patrol.
^consumption of alcohol at
Etball games at UOP would
In and around the
Se so many people dizzy fraternity, sorority and Grace
er the perplexity of the issue Covell sector of campus, stu
dents were definitely "irate"
;f liquor on campus.
about the liquor clamp-down.
According to Assistant
The social chairman of Phi
Athletic Director Tom Stubbs Kappa Tau, Dave Macaulay,
fhe clamp-down on liquor at noted that students were "still
he Homecoming game was taking the same amount of
Lade strictly from a stand booze into the game, but not in
kegs." Bota-bags, flasks and
point of legality," and aimed
!jt controlling
the large other ingenious methods were
volumne of alcohol in the sta conceived of to sneak the pro
dium. Fans and faculty were hibited contraband into the
appalled at seeing fellow game.
No

one dreamed that the

To analyse the issue of
alcohol at the university, it is
essential that one under
stands state law, Stockton city
ordinances, and UOP policy
regarding its consumption.
California state law pro
hibits the sale, furnishing or
giving of
any alcoholic
beverages to any person under
21 years of age. State law also
prohibits the sale of any in
toxicating liquor containing
more than 3.2 percent alcohol
within one and one-half miles
of any university campus.
Theoretocally then. Lucky
supermarket on Alpine Way
should not be selling more
than 3.2 beer.
Stockton City Ordinance
"132 considers it unlawful to
drink in public places, these
being 1) in a public as
semblage, or 2) on school
grounds. However, the city
code does leave the right to
acquire a temporary liquor
license for public consump
tion.
UOP policy slates that any
student "21 or over" may
drink beer or wine in his room.
"With the exception of per
sons participating in ap
proved
group-sponsored
events, no drinking of any
alcoholic beverages shall be
permitted in public places on
campus" including athletic
contests, the End Zone, dining
halls, etc. The sponsor must
provide the alcohol in ap
proved
group
sponsored
events.
Thus, the consumption of
alcohol in the stands of Pacific
Memorial Stadium is illegal
according to the city
ordinance (a public assem
blage), and is prohibited ac
cording to the University
policy, this decision made by
the Student Affairs Com
mittee.
However,
a
fine-line
question arises as to the possi
bility of 21-year-olds forming
a "sponsored group" and
acquiring a liquor license to
drink at the games.
School spirit - but no spirits. Are they synonymous?
Drinking liquor within the
Pacific Club is legal since the
Pacific Foundation that now
Ed
Padovan, social
students wheeling in kegs" ac
occupies the club is a private
ceding to Stubbs.
chairman of Omega Phi organization. Many argue that
Alpha, explained that many the ambiguity of city, stale
,.,,The Chairman of the members of his lraternity and university laws is quite
letic Department, Dr. were perturbed about an ap apparent
upon
careful
e Tlc Dempsey, explained
parent double standard main
th
analysis.
tained within the stadium,
Anderson Patrol, a
On the other hand, Dean
SinV
bpp!,t0n security agency, had whereby Pacific Club specta Judy Chambers noted that
, contracted to meet the tors could drink, and students even without the University
n
s °' crowd control. Since
outside could not.
policy, there would be no
AStJOP senator, Mel way to guarantee whether a
udent ushers hadn't proven
expressed
his student was 21 or not, and
f actory- some 24 or. Panizza,
(sixteen according to opinion that the "Athletic De three quarters of the UUr
partment has no right to force population is under 21.
psey> > Patrolled the stadj^
A contradiction
then
during the Home- their version of morality on
any student."
^ arises regarding the wide
freedom to drink in the
I
residence
halls.
Pa"1
Fairbrook. Director of the
Auxiliary Service, said he
would not serve liquor to any
group where minors are at
WE OFFER A .LARGE
tending, nor may he ever pro
ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY
vide it Concerned about such
PLANTS
AT
VERY
things
as spiked punchbowls
REASONABLE PRICES:
at receptions, he is currently
dr!"k'"!
investigating
policies at U.C. Davis and
OF^ACIFIC
Stanford University.
^ ^ » wb «
Store Hours: Mori Tjat
M , Hi1

PLANT WORLD
708 SWAIN RD.
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Kappa Psi Reopens
Diabetes Program
The Kappa Psi Phar
maceutical
Fraternity
announces the re
opening of its DIABETES
DETECTION PROGRAM
during National Diabetes
Week, November 11-17. The
men of Kappa Psi have provid
ed this program as a public
service to the community of
Stockton for the past three
years.
These eight symptoms
often signal the presence of
diabetes: excessive thirst,
frequent urination, constant
hungar, loss of
weight,
itching, tendency to tire
easily, changes in vision, and
slow healing of cuts and
scratches.
Since no one can be sure
he is immune and since early

detection and proper control
improve the chances for a
productive life, the brothers ol
Kappa Psi are again providing
self-test strips, free of charge,
to the community of Stockton.
Information booths, at which
these self-test strips can be
obtained, will be set up during
DIABETES WEEK, on the
UOP Campus (in front of the
ASUOP office, Campus
Pharmacy, Grace Covell and
Callison dining halls), at the
Weberstown Mall, Downtown
Stockton. South Stockton, the
Slockon High Schools, and
Delta College. The booths will
be available to the public
during regular business
hours. The exact location of
the latter areas will be
announced at a later date.

BSILJl Strong Block Image
By TttMMY WARE

Slick, cool, calm and
collect.
Brother
Andrew
Norris, president of the Black
Student Union, slides back
into his easy chair to express
his philosophy of the Univ
ersity of Pacific's B S U
organization.
"One of our basic goals,
quotes Brother Norris, is first
to acquire a level of strong
Black consciousness, to be
able to pull the coat of people
who need to be enlighted of
what's real and unreal,
digit?"
As Brother Norris stands,
and moves across the room in
a very hip manner, with the
expression
of
deep-down
righteous thoughts upon his
he says, "Blackness is mis
understood by white students
on this campus, in terms of
prejudice, but the situation is
like fire and rain: the fire
keeps on burning, and the rain
just keeps on falling.
Bowdaciously
Brother
Norris went on to say, "There
was an article written on the
editorial page a couple of
weeks ago, concerning the
songleaders who happen to be
all black. This letter downed
the sisters' performance as
songleaders.
The
article

f WEST I^ANE
LIQUOR
Cerveza

•

Vino

y

Toda Clase de Licores
Domingo a Jueve's 7:00 a.m. a
1,12:30 a.m.
(Viernes y Sabados 7:00 a.m. a
:00 a.m. i telgfono: 465-7803

showed signs of racism, and to
diffuse this kind of action over
the campus, only creates an
atmosphere of hostility. We
fell the person who wrote this
article is suffering from a lack
of human respect and should
expose herself for the woman
she is."
As Brother Norris strokes
the ends of his mustache, he
elaborated on the goals of the
BSU. "This year we are try
ing to work closer with Stock
ton's Southside Community.
Our thing is to get Southside
people better acquainted with
the University of Pacific, and
to benefit from this acquaint
ance. We are volunteering our
services, as Big Brothers and
Sisters in the Brave Men Pro
gram. This program
is
designed for Southside youth
academic tutoring as well as
Big Brother."
Brother Norris states, "If
nothing at all materializes out
of the BSU, there's one thing
I'd like to do, and that is leave
knowing that the BSU has a
strong black image, and to
leave a thought or concept on
every students mind on cam
pus of our existence."
ULOODY MAIUA
1 uz. tequila
2 uzs. do jugo dc jitomale I no
I cueharadila do jugu dc Union
I pizca dc salsa Tabasco
I pizca dc sal dc apio
I rudaja dc linitni
.
I'ongaseel tequila, jufo dcjilomatc. jugo •
dc Innon. salsa Tabascoy sal dc ajoen un I
vaso old-fashioned que ha sido enfnado
pre\ umcnte Agrcgucsc hiclopicadooen I
cubos hast a llcnu^ol vaso. Kcvilclvasc I
muy bien. Agrcgucsc la rodja dc Union. I

YjQfgley ^QtOalars
OPEN DOME RING
pave of diamonds
$240
DIAMONDS and DIAMOND JEWELRY
CUSTOM DESIGNS
HAND ENGRAVING
WATCH and CLOCK REPAIRS

PHONE 464-0241
2021 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON. CALIF. 95204
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letters

/

Europe '74

"Hi Sam. This is Dick. I knew about
everything right from the start.
Prove it.
This tape will self -destruct in five seconds"
.^x

Awv '"s n\.S

The Drinking Ban
ItV .loliu l.yiH'h
Alcoholic Ix-voinges ore now prohibited in University ol
the Pacific's Tiger Stadium asa result ol eoinplaintsinadehy
some taeulty IIICIU I HTS and fans. The Athletic Department
harmonized, eonvenietly digging up one ol UOP's ancient
policies thai torhids drinking liquor in all public places,
including nthcltic contests.
Suspiciously. similar trends towards curtailing alcohol
have been taking place over the past couple ol years since
President McCaffrey look office. Complaints were reportedly
received
concerning
the
fraternities'
involve
ment with liquor. And dormitory ollicials screamed when
their residents vomited in I lie hallways and hat hrooms I mm
having a "lew loo many". Hut attempts by this adminis
tration 1o impress the community folk with new "crack
down" policies regarding the use ol alcohol on campus have
flopped. I ulil now.
In addition lo UOP's present regulation, the Athletic
Department and supporting forces strengthened their stand
with the Stockton city ordinance that states consumption ol
liquor in public place is unlawful. On the other hand, the
ordinance permits the issuing ol temporary liquor licenses
for public use. Equally as puzzling is the fact thai the Pacific
Club, situated in Tiger Stadium, is considered a private
organization and thus is allowed to serve liquor. Pacific
Foundation members can sit inside and sip on a gin n' tonic
but the spectator outside cannot drink a can of beer.
The UOP community is primarily one ol .students. Ways
of life are established by litem. 11 is a shame that a group of
faculty members and outside people are so easily capable ol
initiating restrictions that are counter to student beliefs. But
it is really the administration Hint is to blame. It attempts to
move people with snappy decisions. Such "showboating" was
too obvious when the liquor ban went into effect comfortably
on Homecoming Day, where many parents and alumni were
attending the football game. They were spared being
"appalled" by the sight of alcohol.
Nevertheless, the booze continues to flow freely around
campus. The fraternities have partiesand the dorm residents
drink to their heart's content in the hallways. A significant
amount of liquor still finds its way into Tiger Stadium. And
since the new restriction went into effect, the sweet aroma ol
Cannabis has become even more evident in the stands. This
really must impress these tans and faculty.
The administration's unwillingness to discuss the matter
openly with students is deplorable. Rather, it seems it is more
important toanswer the complaints of the outside citizens and
impose impressive legislation. People in the Stockton
community in the past have shown similar attitudes.
Whether it be a rock* concert or an athletic event, the issues
confronted cannot be met "halfway" or in any way be
negotiated and compromised by these people. Instead, the
entire issue is snufled.
And most regretful is that UOP's administrative officials
are so easily influenced by these impetuous attitudes
concerning alcohol.

Dear Editor,
. . m
thought the price would l^.
The class is "Art and
Each year at this time,
me from going. 1 can ui%
students are trying to decide Architecture" with David
stand that this year the Pi'ittj
Burke
of
Raymond
College.
1
what to do for the Januui}
would prove to be even hard ft
feel qualified to promote this
Winter Term. Pacific has a
to meet, but the over-allot^
class as I went with David last
program that incorporates
,
of touring Europe i s lilt
January
in
a
similar
vein.
This
specified topics ol study with
everyone says: priceless
touring Europe, and there aie year he is planning on staying
Nancy Wilson
problems plaguing this year s a week longer (a total ol 5
weeks) in Europe, traveling to
that
mav
cause
may
program
Registration Blues
people to NO 'l take advan- Italy. Switzerland. Holland
and
England.
lage of the European Tours, i
Dear Editor:
One factor 1 found helptul
wish to promote this pro
As everyone was p ;i j,
in
my
first
adventure
to
gram. and one class specifi
fully
aware of. yesterd a)
cally. t» those students who Europe was that David.speaks
registration
began. The,!
m a y s t i l l b e on the verge ol de the languages ol the coun
were
a
few
good course
ciding for. or against: Europe tries he visits. Also, lie has
offered and so I made it a p 01 ,
been
touring
Europe
conthis January.
to get lo campus early, 1 stm,
sislantly for years, lie s a
in line at the administratis
Hell oi a Job
Londoner actually,
and
building for forty-five mihm H
getting
around
the
foreign
Dear Editor, for my worksheets. Thenoin,
Last week's leal urc on I lie cities is a snap with the help ol
W.P.C. to stand in anolheiJiu
"Health Center Controversy" someone who really knows the
until Callison set up. Ikiij
was ol particular interest to a reas.
third in line 1 felt sunme as it coincided with my re
There is still space open
would get my course: theunh
lease from the inlirmary alter
lor this trip, and David would
photography course oil®
a stay of nearly three weeks.
like to see more people sign up
for Winter term. Well, wlm
My experiences were to go along. The time element
the lady finally showed and:
quite dillereiil Irom those is tight as the plans need I" be
was my turn, I was told thai
described by "Mary Jane in
finalized by November 23rd.
the course was alread;
"A Letter Home . My letters
The high cost scare is
home told ol I lie doctors and
closed;
that in fact it had ben
probably the primary factor
nurses who really care about
closed TWO MONTHS AGO
that is keeping enrollment and
students and who made my
even before the Winter tern
enthusiasm for Europe dur
three week stay bearable.
course offerings had beet
ing January at an all-time low.
I realize that the Health
handed out! Come on, what:
Last
year
at
this
time
I
Center is not without laulls.
this crap?! And from win
hut I do maintain that muchol
I've heard on campus,1'rat
Professionalism
the lault is with students who
from being an isolated cast
In the past few weeks I
are olteii rude, inlantile. and
What's registration all all
have read several letters
incredibly quick lo criticize.
anyway?
I'm
a secoi
II amazes me that stu concerned with the acts and
semester
senior
and
lor Ion
dents can dare to complain professionalism ol the two
years I've been trying tog:
about not getting their ears Pharmacy Fraternities. The
into a photography count
pierced, or having to make an first letters were con
The
art
department In
appointment lor a physical. demnations on Phi Delta Chi
always told me, since 1 wast
for
their
antics
at
football
How many family doctors
an ail major, lo come hat
games (which 1 might add are
don i require appointments?
when I was a senior. Gus
And how would you I eel it typical oi a social Iraternityl.
what?
Right, it made]
The
others
being
letters
ol
you needed immediate care,
difference: they were sli
indignation
from
Kappa
I'si
but couldn't get it because
closed to non-majors. So will
someone else wanted to have for having their professional
1 stood in line waiting Inn
activities mistaken lor Phi
her ears pierced?
course closed two monthst(
Delta
Chi
Projects.
1 think students should
1 lost out on the other pi*
1 might add that in Hie
remember thai we were the
raphy course. Thank-you'
ones who wanted to get rid ol Kappa 1 'si letters they went to
Mathias
and have a ®
a
big
luss
to
si
rcss
how
prolcsDr. I) Dfinnell. Now that Dr.
Winter term! Just a wore 1
O 'I funnel I has resigned. I lie sional they are. This brings
advice: students interest® 1
University is having great me lo my main point: This
courses for Fall
difficulty linding a new year, as in the last two years
sign up now.
medical doctor who won't (and probably even before
mind being underpaid, over
worked. and unappreciated.
In the meantime. I he stall
at file inlirmary is indeed, as
Dean Chambers noted, "doing
one hell ol a job".
Shelley Brown

A Salute
Dear Editor:
As a senior member oi the
Conservatory Faculty, 1 want
to salute a sophomore
eollegaue:
Dr. William
Dehning.
Last Friday night Dr.
Dehning presented his new
choral ensemble. "Pacific
Singers" in their campus
debut. It was indeed a highly
successful
event.
They
charmed their large audience
with beautiful, pure singing
good music, interesting pro
gramming and their radiant
demeanor!
They deserved the instan
taneous standing ovation
given them. BRAVO! Bill
Dehning and Pacific Singers.

Elizabeth Spelts

that). Kappa Psi, the Profes
sional
Pharmaceutical
Fraternity, has shown "SKIN
FLICKS" as a semi-formal
rush function. 1 would like to
know how Kappa Psi. which
does so many professional
projects, and is co-funded by
ASUOP. can still call them
selves professionals after
such unprofessional acts as
sponsoring
pornographicmovies.
I would like to add one
more point to my question.
Why, at the homecoming foot
ball game, did Kappa Psi as a
group lead the cheer "Kappa
Psi. Gamma Nu, Phi Delta Chi
Fk You?" This is obviously a
highly unprofessional act.
Remember that homecoming
is a time when we have many
alumni., wives, and children
around.
II there is anyone who
would like to respond to this
and answer my question,
please write to the Pacil'ican
Editor.
A Concerned Pharmacy
Student

Mary Mas#1
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And Comets -Omens Of Doom
By

Believe

Ann Jenkins, junior, C.O.P.:
I don't really believe in
U.F.O.s. People get carried
Allene Zanger, freshman, away in their imaginations
CO.P.: "Yes. 1 do because I many limes. If they inter
think that Clod can make viewed the little green men on
intelligent beings on other TV 1 d believe it. I've never
planets as well as on earth. seen one myself."
People have given eye witness
accounts of U.F.O.s. Until it s
been proven that there aren't
any U.F.O.s.. I'll believe it.
It's exciting." ,

Larry Emerson, sophomore,
School of Education: "Ya, I
believe in them but 1 don't be
lieve all the things I've read
lately in the news. I've never
seen one before. I can't wait
until the day I do see one ol
them. I'd be half scared to
death and half inquisitive to
lind what they're all about."

tatie Hill,
sophomore,
-O.P.: ••[ believe«n them.
'°°k at all the planets. Earth
annol be the only planet with
ueon it."

Michael
Putnam,
junior,
C.d.P.: "I believe in UFOs.
Basically, too many people
have seen them.
reliable
people. Factual material ol
their existence exists on the
ground. Thai's why 1 think
there are UFOs. I've never
seen one but I have read
several
articles
on
the
subject."

Kim

Mi liner,

NCW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

*10 Per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.
ROM

Ftockton
fiter Co.
477-4465

11

T-U-§DAY

I

#

TILL 8 PM

I mm • Mb • mm •

All fellowship applicants
will be required to submit test
which scores from either the Gradu
Halley's
comet,
terrorized thousands at the ate Record Examination, the
turn of the century.
Law School Admission Test,
With the aid of a tele the Dental Admissions Test,
scope. Kohoutek is visible in the Medical School Admis
the evenings. The comet is sion Test, or the Admission
now in the south-eastern skies Test for Graduate School of
and is visible shortly before Business, depending on the
specific academic competi
sunrise.
During the peak
of tion entered.
Applications for the 1974visibility, which will be during
the tirst two weeksof January, 75 California State Graduate
the comet will be seen in the Fellowships are now avail
south-western sky within an able at the Graduate School
hour after susnset. At this Office, Knoles Hall.
State
time the comet shouldbe quite Graduate Fellowships are
visible to the unaided eye. It available to students who will
may have a very long tail and be in their first or second year
should be brighter than any of of graduate or professional
the stars or planets.
school beginningSeptember 1,
"It should be more than 1974.
Applications must be
we've seen in a long time,"
filed with the State Scholar
said Dr. Lark. "Although it's ship and Loan Commission by
been overcast lately thecomet
December
17,
1973.
An
nouncement of winners willbe
can probably be seen now as a
dim star in the south-east
on April 18, 1974.
sky."
And what will happen
when the comet does come
near the Earth?
Some
Thousands of Topics
fatalists tell us that we're
$2.75 per page
doomed to collide with this
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
visitor from space. Dr. Lark
to cover postage (delivery time is
comments. "The comet isn't
1 to 2 days).
even going to be in our orbital
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
plane." According to the
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
doctor, at any given point the
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
comet will be quite a ways
Our research material is sold for
from us as it glides past us
research assistance only.
towards the Sun and on it's
return tri p out into deep space,
perhaps not to return again for
another thousand years.

BRUCE WILCOX

str ing' mete0,V'0mels'
stiange scenes in the sky!
Could this be the omens of
world doom predicted Reve
lations? Well, probably not.
but all the same, the sky is the
place to locus your attention in
the next month.
It is more than likely that
next month the .newspaper
offices and law enforcement
agencies will be receiving a
large number of telephone
calls reporting a strange
unidentified flying object on
the horizon.
Why? The predicted ubswing in UFO siting is due to
the fact that a rather large
comet is cruising toward the
Earth in its orbital path
around the Sun at this very
moment.
This comet will
come relatively close to our
planet.
The comet, Kohoutek, is
named after the man who. on
March 7 or this year, first sited
the comet heading towards the
Sun.
Actually, the show that
this comet will give cannot be
accurately predicted because
it is the first time that this
particular body has entered
our solar system as far as any
one knows, according to Dr.
Neil Lark of Raymond, who is
of an authority in the field of
astronomy.
It is predicted however
that this comdl1 might well be
as bright if not brighter than

RESEARCH

Congratulations. You've made
it. You've hit the cover of every
major magazine in the coun
try. You're respected as an
individual, and paid the same
as any man.
What's that? Somehow
you don't feel so liberated?
You're not happy with just
gaining your equal rights?
Then read Gladys Hunt.
Listen to her practical spiritual
advice on what it means to be
truly liberated, to live your life
creatively, to really grow on
the inside.
And when you've discov
ered the reality of Jesus and
how to commit your life to His
guidance, you're on your way
to "growing from there."
Ms. Means Myself by
Gladys Hunt. An honest,
sensible self-help book tor-to
day's women. Now in Cloth,
$3.95: Paperback, $1.95.

freshman.

Yes. W L ' '
because I don't th.nk^wc
should have the only pk
with people on it. It s eg Question Man, senior, tical to think we are the only
life forms in the universe l
lie : ^uro' 1 believe in
•k-O.s. Why, just the other s a w a s t a r t h a t l o o k e d ! k e n
by Burn's Tower I saw big red blob. 1 have pe.sonul
nf. U'king off
olid if you friends who olanii tbO
ehevethat . I'll sell you a pair seen them. A lot of it is bull,
Il^nts.
Pants."
but not all ol
itof itConservatory:

" Downtown—249 t. Wntr

i Lincoln ContoMlorth ,
, laiti—107 W. Pino St..
Sal. TILL 5

NORTH STORE NEXTTO PAYLESS RN

losses
—— - Photographer catches a shot of the pilot of a UE O on the main
street of campus.

$

Send for FREE Details or
Telephone (415) 848-6710

m

i

Academic Research, Inc.
i 2409 Telegraph Ave.
i Berkeley, Calif. 94704

I
m

I
m

|!

.
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CATALOGUE CONTAINING 10,000 LISTINGS
NOW AVAILABLE

i
"
m

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
MATERIALS

THOUSANDS OF RESEARCH STUDIES
ALU SUBJECTS

I

I

State Fellowships
Open To Seniors

1

i
i

Open Evenings Till 9

Your Name —

Phone: 478-8150

| Address —

J

FAMILY BOOK
STORE
Weberstown Mall

City & State

>•<•

November is)
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Student Government Officials Speak Out
COPA
ASUOP
By JOYCE BOGNEH

"I think an artificial
tempest in a teapot has been
created," said Mel Panizza,

ASUOP Senator, talking about

the recent letter to the editor,
"The Element of Tragedy
(Pacifican, Nov. 2) and his
response, "Out of Order
(Nov. 9).
"Those letters represent
four people having a slight dis
agreement, only we don I
know who one of them is.
"What bothered me most
was making what 1 thought
were personal attacks, ideas
that are slanted, then using
the old dodge.
Name
Withheld ," he added.
"If he had signed his
name, 1 would have accepted
it. 1 don't agree with his ideas,
but they're his opinions and ho
has a right to hold them. I
wouldn't have bothered with a
response."
"1 read the thing and was
mad. 1 drafted my response
on the back of an envelop in
lime minutes during a lecture.
It doesn't take much to write a
letter like that if you have any
talent for writing. It's the sort
of thing you'd mumble to
someone across the table
during lunch at Grace Covcll.
"Writing a letter doesn't
mean as much as doing some
thing," said Panizza.

In addition to respresenting COP in the ASUOP
Senate, Panizza is also Parlia
mentarian and a member ol
the finance committee. As
Parliamentarian, he is olten
called upon by the chair or
other memers of the senate to
give an opinion on a motion, to
rule if it is out of order, or il it
whould be discussed or voted
on.
As a member ol the
finance committee, he was
seated next to the chairman
during the budget hearing,"so
what looked like collision was
really unintentional."
Panizza wassatislied with
the final budget as the best
possible compromise between
the senate and the commiUecs
requesting funding. However,
he saw many opportunities lor
consolidation that would save
money. For example, instead
of funding five separate
cultural laiis. Panizza would
have favored one large fair.
"1 have lull confidence in
Dan Nulley's ability to run the
ASUOP office on next to
nothing. It is the adminis
trations that we have no check
over, for example. Third
World groups where there is
waste and duplication," he
said.
Pinazza added that he
would have liked to see a shift
in funding to bring more order
to the budget and more

JEWELERS

Ou»-People Make Us Number One

TV.. IV A T C U L D D H M
By
PAT SHERRON

Oregon.
0ther
Portland
emphasis on social programs.
funded organizations incy
He also felt that the
CIP, TAP, and EUSA.
ASUOP was moving in the
A total of $14,151.15 from a
$1500 is set aside
riaht direction.
"Ask any work budget of $16,800 is the publicity handbills, poster?
member of the senate and
projected 1973-74 expenditure COPA REVIEW, COPAha„l
doubt if he would have any
of COPA. Yet COPA fails to bood, etc. Office Equipment
clear set of goals.
show any major programs for expected to consume $113^
He thought programs
College of the Pacific student^ while the item titled Higher
such as the record stone, Loan
that are appropriated any Education' is reserved $1035
company', and Forum on
where near one-fourth ol the 'Higher Education' includes
National Priorities should be
conferences, student grjev.
funds.
continued and expanded.
I
The Faculty Evaluation ances, and institutional
can think of no new goals but
service, an activity that many research.
to make more perfect what
participated in last year, is the
we're doing "
The Office Budget, which
single
major
program
He became involved in the
includes
funds lor stationary
initiated by COPA. Faculty
ASUOP because of "frus
Evaluation is allotted $2500 for phones, and supplies,
tration over what I thought
the 1973-74 Fall and Spring projected to be $950, wt
was ineptness in how the pro
semesters. This single item is COPA elections and pollings
grams were being caiiicd
exceeded only by the Adminis expected to cost $550.
out."
"I didn't feel that COPA
trative Budget and the item
Panizza sees the role ol
students
got their moneys
headed
Organizational
the ASUOP as planning not
worth
last
year; that's why 1
only the social programs such Funding.
From the Administrative ran for office," stated Ginesi,
as dances and concerts, bul
Budget, the Secretary's In a sell-critical tone, Larry
also social service programs
salary totals $1980, while the stated that COPA this year
such as recycling. "It would
Chairman
and
Financial had not done two months
be good for UOP and for the
Director are paid $35 and $30 a worth of work.
community and cost next to
"I'm not sure what tin
month respectively.
nothing."
COPA also grants monies students want. We haven't
lie considers himself in
to
organizations
that, really gotten a lot of feedback
agreement with the majority
according to Larry Ginesi, outside of dances. I think tin
of the other senators on most
remaining seven months well
COPA Chairman, are "all
issues, but also considers
university and are composed end up providing the students
himself more of a liberal. He
of mostly COP students. We with their money's worth
feels the government would
will not fund organizations added Ginesi.
function
better
without
"We could alsouseal
primarily of another college
constituent senators, people
student
help to implement
or a special interest group."
elected by circulating a
programs. We don't pay lib
From a projected budget of
petition and collecting 100
we
ask
$3175, Anderson Y tops the ASUOP,
signitures.
volunteers.
There
have
gottt
receiving list with a total ol
"The writers of the
$1425.
The Modfl United be a lot of students with ideas
constitution were misguided.
Nations
places second, for services or a course forlhe
Participatory
democracy,
receiving $750 for activities free University. Just comet)
and free association goes
such as sending MUN COPA and get a progra
against every rule of efficient
delegates to the conference in going," Ginesi stressed.
government.
"11 is impossible to
There is room in f*
represent a group with no
Scuba Class #1091 in Pi.
geographic cohesiveness.
ATR 107. T-Th 11-1, Contact
They don't represent anything
Connor Sutton or Physical
more than themselves. They
Education
Office f»'
come any time and for any
information.
group.
They have no
responsibility."
Notice is hereby given that J
poooooooooooooooesood
Panizza feels he is respon
the University' of
the 1
Tryouts lor one Songleadel
sible and responsive to COP
Pacific Security Office is in j
and alternate this Friday.
students and their view
possession of lost bicycles J
Nov. 16, 1973. in the Dane
points.
The list is posted at the 1
Studio,
5:00 p.m. P'ea®
"I don't know if it's a
security office. Bicycles J
make
up
a
routm
trend. 1 keep asking people
will be sold at an auction to 1
displaying your talent
what they think and most
students, faculty or staff j
criticism has come from the
members, unless claimed •
front page of the Pacifican.
by the legal owners before 1
Most reactions I've gotten
12 noon, Dec. 6. 1973.
have
been
neutral
as
compared with the tons of
Friends of the Callison
negative feedback we got last
students now in Japan may
year.
write to them at this
"We must have balanced
address:
out the social drives of the
c/o Horace A. Dutton
students."
62-11 Tenno-cho, Okazaki
Sakyo-Ku
Kyoto Japan 606

fSlHI

Baylor
puts Christmas
in his pocket.

Baylor pocket watch, 17 jewels, $49.95.
b. Waldemar watch chain, $14.50.
c. Pocket knife, $9.50.
See our complete selection of fine Baylor^pocket watches.
Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.

Layaway now for Christmas.
Six convenient ways to buy: ~

Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard
Master Charge • American Express • Layaway

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478-

ROR INRD. OR RESERVATIONS
CONTACT LAURA THOMAS
AT THE AS. TRAVEL SERVICE
OOP STOCKTON, CA 95304.
OR CALL LAURA AT
2233. A.S TRAVEL.-SERVICE

lii GET SOU TO^DRK
MEXCO cm;

yeweLRRT mu
SAVE

w

Wlake Uour Ouin Jeuielry

RHINESTONE SETTINGS

^

for fabric and a large selection of rhinestones are now in. De"
your own clothes in the colors you like at large savings.

LARGE PLASTIC BEADS
THIN RAWHIDE (extra strong)
AFRICAN TRADING BEADS
WOOD BEADS
Why not make jewelry items and sell them lor extra income,
the season-We carry the largest selection.

FREE EARRING CLASSES
6035 PACIFIC AVENUE

PHONE (209) 95I-10*

In Marengo Center - West Side of Pacific Avenue
Mon.-Fri. 10-9:

Sot. 10-5;

Sun. 12-5

,<

SKWijaE)® .

Tigertown's onlij hi-filiouse!
If you're bird is getting headaches from your loose soundin' bass,
or your guy can't get it on your FM machine - fly United and hear it
like it is!
We've got it all together... Garrard, Pioneer, Sony, HarmonKardon, Kenwood, Marantz, Jensen, Rectilinear, Mach sound,
Sherwood, Sansui and so much more! Check us out - compare
the price - Fly United!

A real
HarmonKarden
at an
unreal price!

95
$199

Ths
Harmon-Kardon 230A solid state AM/FM
The Hat
receiver exceeds every standard ever established for
medium priced stereo-components. All the power
you need to bring in even far-away FM stations
without distortion or drift. Since it's solid state,
'there's no heat and that means there's no deteriora
tion with age. You won't believe that such a
modestly priced receiver can deliver such total
performance.
Price includes United Stereo's five-year warranty.
To purchase these components separately, you
would pay:
Harnjon-Kardon 230A

The Garrard 40-B automatic record player is a
thoroughly reliable component with all the quality
features you've come to expect from Garrard. Com
plete record protection is assured by the smooth
changing mechanism and a cueing control. For
only $49.95 we include a base and the improved
ADC-220X cartridge.
You'll be more than pleased with the speaker
choice for this system ... both in sound and style.
This 2-way pair of Mach 1's delivers the total sound
spectrum with amazing authority for such modestly
priced speakers. Neatly tailored walnut cabinets
make them a treat to the eye as well.

SI79.95

Garrard 40-B with a
Grado FCR cartridge

49 95

Mach 1 (Pr.)

•

TOTAL

SAVE $109.95

79 94

$309.85

Save bis
on Jensen!

You get superbly balanced sound
from this uniquely designed Jensen 4
system. The big 10" bass speakers can
easily handle the lowest notes on your records.
Plus a 5" mid range and a 3%" high
to handle all the rest. You've heard the name...
but never at this price!

$99995

Save
on

Here's a real solid saving in one of Sonyis .
most impressive cassette decks. The TC-161SD
has dual capstan drive, which reduces wow and
flutter to practically nothing and the fernte
head gives you excellent frequency,r^°Dn'|bv
Recording is a snap too because °ftheD°^y
noise reduction system, convenient shde controls
and dual VU meters. This week only -Save $30 off
the original fair traded price. If you re loo
g
great cassette deck - Ilook
OOK no TUI
further!
UICI

$792?

Super Sony Deck!
AO

We can't keep
the lid on
much longer!
Lay it away now
lor you know what!

mSTEREO
UNITED

If

TheUnited
Way
5 year warranty in writing.
60 day exchange priviledges.
1 year speaker trial.
Liberal trade-in policy.

6239 Pacific Avenue 478*3800
Store Hours; Mon-Fri9-9, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-6

November i6, )9;,
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FOOTBALL
UOP vs. University of Hawaii at Honolulu, Hawaii. Saturday,
November 17, 9 p.m. (PUT) KJOY 1280 John Rasbach and Rick
Kavooras eall the action.

W

WATER POLO

UOP plays in the PC A A Waterpolb Championships. San Jose. Oe Anza
JC Pool. Friday, and Saluday, Nov. 16 and 17. All day.

Tigers Close Soccer Season
In Good Spirits
The Tiger soccer team
played with Coach Jim Santomicr called the "best game
all year" against the Stan
ford Cardinals on November
10. The Tigers lied with
Stanford 0-0.
The game with Stanford
was the second league game
that UOPlied. "II wasadefensive battle," said Sanlomier.
The most valuable players in
this game were seniors
Roberto Ishihara and Bill
Bertrando. who aided in keeping the Cardinals from scor
ing. The score seems to lie a
pretty good indication of a
good game.
UOP played Canada Col
lege on November 6 and the
final score was 2-1 in favor ol

Defensive End Dave Bore makes a sure tackle against his foe.

Canada. Sanlomier
com
mented that there was some
pretty good playing against
Canada, who has a lop rating
in junior college teams. "The
last three games have shown a
lot of team effort," said Sanlo
mier. The point man for the
Tigers was Ignalio Gonzales.
Tile soccer season lor
UOP is now over. The final
record excluding the UC
Berkeley game is 4 wins-8
lossos-3 ties. Undoubtedly the
Tigers have shown their skills
throughout the season.
The soccer season for
UOP is now over. The final
record excluding the UC
Berkeley game is 4 wins-8
losses-.'! ties. Undoubtedly the
Tigers have shown their skills
throughout the 1973 season.

Intramural Season End
Matter To Me (5-1-1-), and
S.A.E. (6-1) qualified.
Winners from the two
division playoffs will meet
next Tuesday at 4:00 at the
intramural fields to decide
this
year's
football
champions.
In other intramural
action, Art McCartney beat
Canince Chen in table tennis
From Division Two, finals in a three-out-of-fivc
Kappa Psi (4-2-1), Doesn't match to take the A League
'«* championship.
The men's intramural
season will end next Tuesday
with the completion of some
what complicated playoff
procedures.
Last Monday the Powder
Puff
championships
was
decided in a playoff game
between the B.S. Squad (who
spoiled a 4-0-2 record) and
Tri-Delta (4-1-1).

jBourbon Street) Bill Wong took B League
honors, and the consolation
Liquors
j bracket winner was Mario
•
I
S
•

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

• Paris.

Intramural
events
planned for the near future
include: two-man, three-man
J and league basketball, and a
I free throw contest. Another
|volleyball tournament is also
•3826 WEST LANE 464-380$ J expected.

•I....
•

,-J

RENT A CAR

Freshman back Dale Williams (46) drives for the first down
as guard Willie Viney (74) and back Don Padilla (35) block.

Tigers "Walked On Water" As They
Destroyed The Bulldogs

touchdowns, leaving him 176
yards short of the mark.
The defensive unit was not
to go unrecognized, as they
allowed the Bulldogs a measly
62 total yards-a new defensive
yardage record lor the men of
The effectiveness of the "Orange and Black".
Recapping the scoring in
running game was - ever
present, as the Tigers the game, explosive Willard
marched up and down the field Harrell was off like a shot, as
lor 391 net yards and passed he dashed for consecutive
for anpdditional 61 yards. The touchdown runs of 49 and 63
seemingly
"unstoppable" yards.
With the Tigers leading 12Willard Harrell continued his
attempt at Dick Bass s record 0, quarterback Steve Towne
of 1,361 rushing yards as he rilled a 24-yard pass of Ellis
tracked down 231 yards and 3 Drake for a touchdown, and
followed with a tw o-point con
version to Mike Mangrum, to
Quaint and Charming
take a commanding 20-0 lead.
Pure Nostalgia
Early in the second
The University of the
Pacific Tigers literally
"walked on water" as they
destroyed the out-classed
Bulldogs of Fresno State Uni
versity. 42-0, before 4,108
soaked supporters.

DECORATED IN RARE

Rent our weekend special Pinto or Maverick. From
noon Fri. to noon Mon. for just $14.50 (addit. $2 for
Mustang), plus 200 free miles and only 8 cents per
mile thereafter.
call John 466-5211; ext. 331

& BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES

CfcaHn and Charlotte. Owner*

*\e Otdc
Hooaier IHH
463-0271

1537 NORTH WILSON WAY

EAGAL FORD SALES
711 E MINER AVE

RENT-A-CAR

1
LARGE HAMBURGER!

?"""
DELIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA APPROVED

Harrell wen'
on the loose, and sprinted
yards for a Tiger touchdown
and a 28-0 spread.
A fumble recovery by lmtbacker John Liebongood sci
up the 5th score, as
Padilla plowed over center'"
a 10-yard gain and another
Tiger touchdown.
The Tigers' final scoi
coming on an inlerceptio'1'
defensive back L.J. Doug*
picked off a pass and ran
to**(
the way for a Tiger
•
down, giving the Tigers a
win.
The Tigers a re 6-2-11°'
season and the victory ®
the Fresno State UniveP
Bulldogs wrapped up
Coast Athfetic Assoc''
play with a 2-1-1 record.

quarter, Willard

VALUABLE COUPON

"'""I

FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK
WITH THIS COUPON
ALL FOR

79C BIG SYD'S

1.15 VALUE

4227 PACIFIC
.&P.9JP.THROUGH NOVEMBER

*

enibcr !«•
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Armchair Q.B.s;Iake A Breath!
By BOB CRAWFORD

-(,'onie on Caddys.
,.Get lhe bum out
llltl t-Iley

r•

ol

I need a beer! Come

ittdlis- • - lioooooooooo!

on the field.
Titters are gaining over oOO
' Idsand beating Los Angeles

"" Meanwhile,

SUllThere

seems to be an
somewhere.
And indeed there is. The
inconsistency lies w i t h t h e
Js who attend Pac.l.c lootinconsistency

ball.
Working m the press box
gjves a person a different look
nt tool ball crowd and you
begin to realize that thcic is a
significant number of people
Whu come to the games for
reasons other than to watch
andenj«.v what is taking place
on the fieldPacific has a type of fan
that can be best described as
the Armchair Quarterback. Of
course, this is becoming more
noticable in all sports in
America today. But, it bothers
me that in Pacific's case,
these fans are numerous and
vocal.
It all boils
American Sport
Armchair Que
1'acilic games

down to the
identity. The
erback at
.s the same

*»pe of." guy who is a "little
league dad" yelling at his son
because lie didn't get a hit.
He's the same guy that throws
a bottle at a visiting player be
cause he just happened to hit a
home run the inning before.
A person begins to wonder
what motivates a guy like
that? Is he trying to gain
vicariously some thing lie
never really had? Is he
venting all of the frustrations
that he would loose his job for
venting during the week?
Who knows?
But. there are certain
things that we do know. It is
the participants who play the
game. They arc the ones w ho
feel the fullest extent of the joy
that comes with doing some
thing well. And. they are the
ones who feel the pain of
failure.

quarters were an even-up
battle."
The Tuesday before, the
In
"one ot our best
games," in Sutton's words. Tigers started their bench
Pacific linished its regular against Chico State. How
ever. when the second string
season last Saturday with a
loss to Humboit Stale. 7-ti. got into trouble, the regular
Craig Schwartz led the UOP starters were called in and
attack with three goals. The Handy Snider scored two
day before. Schwartz led the goals to lead LOP to a 5-4
team with four goals as the victory..
Tiders bowed to U.C. Davis. !)In all. the Tigers finished
6.
with a one-win. lour-loss
Davis scored three quick league season and 4-!) record
goals in the first minute and a overall. Craig Schwartz led
hall and the Tigers could not the team with .forty-three
overcome the lead. Sutton goals and Randy Snider came
commented, "The last three in second with thirty.
"Of course." said Sutton,

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY
3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

opEN

MONDAY E V E N I N G S

By REPLAY

Season Record: 114-25-5 .821
The Prophet turned in his
best performance last week
He's the perfect example
with an 18-1 showing. A couple
of the unhappy American who more weeks like thai and I'll
is desperately trying to do
move to Vegas.
something to make himself
feel better, lie needs to get Big Games
himself together, instead of Hawaii 33 - Pacific 28
ripping other people apart.
The unbeaten Rainbows

"that works both ways."

HhbdM-

Pigskin Prophet

So. what good does the
Armchair Quarterback do
anyone?

Water Polo Ends Season

The Pacifiean is a publication of the
Associated Students, University of
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
as second-class matter October 24,
1924 at the Post Office, Stockton.
California, under the Act of March
3,1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Member
Telephone 946-2114.
College Press Service and National
Education Advertising Services,
368 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. All material copyright
The Pacifiean 1973. Send form 3579
to The Pacifiean, University of the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton. Calif 95204

Willard Barrel picks up big yardage against opposition.

might just be too much for the
Tigers. The game might de
pend on Harreli's abilty to get
loose.
Hams 44 - 49ers 3
The Niners are snake-bit
by the Rams. No mutter who's
quarterback, tl ".'I! "e a lot
of interceptions tor the Hams
to help them.
Vikings 20 - Falcons 17
The unbeaten Vikes
should handle the upstart Fal-

cons. U.O.F.'s Bob Lee is
hat ing a great year.
Bit s 24 - Dolphins 21
My upset pick of the week.
O.J.'s ready to bust one loose
again so look out.
Other Games:
Cal over Wash. St. by 9
USC over Wash, by 31
Stanford over Oregon by 7
San Diego St. over Fresno St.
by 17
Cowboys over Eagles by 8
Cards over Giants by 7 kins
Redskins over Colts by 17
Lions over Bears by 2
Packers over Patriots by 3
Saints over Chargers by 3
Bengals over Jets by 2
Raiders over Browns by 8
Stceiers over Broncos by 9
Chiefs over Oilers by 14

I
Falfis TbusyTTme"for"tO
Kvalden
Venture of the Sierra|
Special event - Beginnin,
(Club!
i
November 19, two lectures
A wine tasting tour ol the'
[will be given in conjunction
[with the Sierra Club on fun in] j h_.odi wineries has beenl
for
Sunday.j
[the snow. Topics to be dis planned
[cussed: snow-shoeing, cross govern be r 18. _ __ _ ^|
'country
skiing,
downhill)
(skiing, camping, survival.,
jThe lectures will be held at the,
! Stewart Hazelton room of the:
Stockton City Library (605 N.[
. ' ;E1 Dorado) at 7:30 p.m.

f"TITTSUTS3.'*«»L*r

™r™l

inI0v

JIM BOCK'

*

•meetings at Victory rai |g at 477-8607,
tm Bt.m Jean
Ioan Fuunani
Fagnani at
-continue (incased inclement
• 478-5906?.
Iweather, a sign will be posted!
"at the park for change ol
I
(location).

DOR'S Running
Sensation
Junior running sensation,
Willard Harrell. is in the pro
cess of rewriting the UOP
record books. The speedy
scatback from Stockton now
ranks first nationally in allpurpose rushing, and lourth
nationally in rushing.
The question is whether or
not Willard Harrell will get the
recognition he deserves. The
PCA A doesn't seem to gel the
national rankings and honors
of other so-called better
leagues.
Whether or not Harrell is
among those chosen on the
coveted Ail-American teams,
there is no denying that he is
one of the best backs in the
nation.
RESEARCH AIDS
FREE CATALOG
Thousands of research aids listed
Each available with footnotes and
bibliography
Lowest prices are GUARANTEED
for a KKEE copy ol our latest Bi>
page mail-order catalog, send 50
cents ( to cover postage and
handling I to

NAT'L RESEARCH BANK
4211 N. Patni'Dr. . Bev. Hills,
Calif. .90210
You must include your zip code.
TELEPHONE: t 213 ) 271-5439

UOP:
Flythecoop
withPSA-

SS5 RENTAL LS
ADDING MACHINE
HERMES

SALES

IBM

SMITH-CORONA

ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS

Frnm 10-00 Wontnty

ICS

MANUAL TYEPWRITERS
Student Special
3 months for $15-00

ian 'w'nrin Cal'""""" -ABS-SBBIJ

the unofficial ™ state bird*
Over 200 Grinntngbird flignts every day connecting North
ern and Southern California. Give your campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle. PSAfliMtVMl a tfft.
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Don't Piny It Again, Please

Calaveras Calendar

By JOSEPH LILLIS

Tonight
0: 30 undo p.m. Comedy Film Festival - A Night at theOpeia. Andeison
Lecture Hall
,,
.;,„Th0.,in.
7 and 10 p.m. Muhavishu Orchestra at Berkeley Communt y
:
8 p.m. Amor Y Mas Amor • l.'hieano lliealre. Delta Speec l
Auditorium.
8: 1.1 p.m. Composer s t lull < oncerl - ( onsen aloiy
8:30 p.m. I'lay II Again. Sam. Stockton Civic I Ilealiv.

Tomorrow
6:30 and 9 p.m. Comedy Film Festival-Nauthy Nineties. Anderson
Ian-lure I tall
8 p.m. Humble Pie-Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
8 p.m. Amor Y Mas Amorc
Clncaiio lliealre. Delia Specch-Arls
Auditorium.
II p.m. Ileaeli Boys and <'oiiiliiander t oily al Winleiland.
8:3(1 p in. Play II Again. Sam. Sloeklon Civic lliealre.
All day Till or play day Anderson N

Sunday, November 18
li:an mid n p.m. Comedy Film Festival

Monkey Business. Anderson

Lecture Hall.
8 p in Beach Boys and Commander Cody al Winterland.
II p.m. Amor Y Mas Amor
Chieaiio l liealre. Delia Speech Alls
Auditorium.

Tuesday, November 20
8 p.m. I lie 1\ ho al till' Cow Palace. San Francisco.
8: 1.7 p.iii Dickson Titus, Baritone. Conservatory.

Mr. Cargile is helped by
Jenifer Brooks in many
scenes. They hold the fori
single-handedly,
however,
The audience is in dire danger
of diabetes with
Barry
Wooledge's sugary culsie-pie.

Wednesday, November 21
7:30 pan Bench Boys at Sacramento Memorial Auditorium.

Friday, November 23 and

No one in PLAY IT
AGAIN, SAM can act. For
tunately, that doesn't get in
the way of laughs.
Coreleta Franks, whose
prime lunction in directing
this amateur production,
handles Woody Allen's brilli
ant comedy with all ol the lorethought ol a lemming. The
evening falls forward with no
planning or style - and it only
keeps from falling on its face
by Allen's endless wit.
The production as a whole
is a let-down. Stockton Civic
Theatre has an above-aver
age reputation as a communi
ty theatre. When one sees the
director's name above the
play, the theatre, and the
author, one expects class.
Goraleta Franks gives us
kindergarten.
Lee Cargiluin the title role
role, .saves the evenjng from,
disaster with his personal
touches and fine
comic
timing. Although he looks like
Allen (wlto played the role on
Broadway and in the highly
successful film) he makes the
role his own.

Saturday, November 24

8 p.m. Slia Na Na al W tulcrlnnd.
8: 3 (1 p.m. Play ll Again. Sam. Sloeklon C IVIC Tlicalre.

The only element of tight
characterization is Bob
Gossetl as Bogey. The pro
gram says he's on his way to
Hollywood after the show. He
should have left after opening
night.
The girls who pose us
Cargilc's girlfriends are cute

Sunday, November 25
2:30 p.m. Play ll Again. Sam. Stockton CIVIC Theatre.

T uesday, November 27
8:15 p.m. Charles Schilling. Organist. Conservatory.

Wednesday, November 28
8 p.m. ASPOP Nlglil ot Theatre 70 - Kuni|x'nn Tour Show, lie Marcus
Brow n Theatre - Holunda.
8:15 Dennis Bell. Cello. Conscrvaolry.

Thursday. November 2!)
7:30 p.m. Cay People's Union - Anderson Y.
8 p.m. ASPOP Night ol Theatre '70 - Kuro|>caii T our Show. DcMarcus
Brow n Theatre - Holunda.
8 p.in. Play It Again. Sam. Stockton CIVIC Theatre.

"Bogey" sits back and relaxes as an argument ensues in
"Play It Again, Sam".
enough. Bui as they say in the
script, girls who look cute
aren't f amous for their brains.
One notable exception is
Sharon Wooledge, who out
shines every actress on the
Civic stage.
The program lists the
show's set designer, Tom
Lewis, as being in high school.
It's too bad the set isn't. Light
ing mistakes are abundant
and the sound execution has
all of the subtlety of a bus sta
tion's public address system.
As is often the case with
amate.ur theatre, the major
fault of the show is talent
wasted by the director. Stock
ton Civic is capable of much
more - remember JEAN BRODIE or FORUM or YOUR

OWN THING?
In comparison with other
theatre in the community,
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM is in
terior to Delta's CHILD'S
PLAY. UOP's LYSISTRATA,
and Lincoln's MISANTHRO
PE. Fallon House did theshow
in 1972 with far better results,
Ms. Franks has tried
staging DAMES AT SEA and
PLAZA SUITE for SCT and
she still hasn't got it right,
you can't get quality, try
quantity, I suppose.

SHERWOOD PLAZA

SENIORS
Campus Inlervcivvs
Tues., Nov. 20 Electronic Thurs., Dee. 6 - Thunderbird Graduate School of
Data Systems - Computer
International
Management - All Majors
Managcment - All majors.
Thurs., Dee. 0 - Lockheed
Register and sign up
Missiles & Space Com
for campus interviews til
pany. Inc. Associate En
the Career Planning and
gineer - B.S. Physics. B.S.
Placement Center tAlum
Civil
and
Electrical
ni House) corner of Pacific
Engineering.
Avenue & Knoles Way.
^

D|AL

4-M-O-V-l-E-S

1ST West Mams Behind Baskin—
Rabbins on Pacific Ave.'s Miracle Mile

If you had a mother Ske this,
who would you be today?

'ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
PICTURES EVER MADE"
—Rolling Ston«

BOTH
FIRST
RUNI

Tliurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
Extended to Thurs. Night
for HOP Students and Faculty'

ACADEMY
AWARD
BEST FOREIGN
FILM—1973

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"
3rd GREAT WEEK

DAILY 6:00-8:00-10:00
SAT. SUN. THURS.
2:00-4:00-0:008:00-10:00

9

a

•
3

am

"THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS
ON MAN-) N-THE-MOON

XWbO®lW"
DIRECTED BY
PAUL NEWMAN

99*

(IN
ENGLISH)

THE DISCREET
CHARM OF THE
BOURGEOISIE"

BARGAIN MATINEE! SUNDAYl

(Matinee QQ<
Only)
J3

"Charm"—1:00 Only
"Marigolds"—3:00 Only

imC oaagootooooooooooBoooootMoooooBaotaooai

J

F COLUMBIA PICTURES AND RASTAR PRODUCT*|
PRESENT A RAY STARK-SYDNEY POLLACK?
$1.00 til 2pm
Wed. Sut itnd Sun
1:00-3: 15-5:30-7:45-10:00
Weeknites 7:45-10:00

mber

NovCI

16. 1973
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Cambridge O.D/s (Over DuHs)
By DAVE SEGERSTROM

Cambridge,
actor and enter!
as neither acting nor
' Joining when he apeDt ered at the Conservatory on
a
Godfrey

,,c

(am

r

W

N°VDuring8the

course of the
in a Mr. Cambridge ad
dressed h>nlseI' to the topic of
f„g abuse, and made several
Elements
concerning
fovernmeiital
drug reform
incts He also found time to
££ m" U»*«I suite, of
helping re-organize the Media,
to assert that seven million
iunkies live in America today,
,nd to show a movie dealing
iith drugs that
vividly
depicted the horrors ol heroin
withdrawal.
In other words, the eve
ning wasn't too much more ex
citing than a high school State
Requirements
class.
Mr.
Cambridge obviously wanted
to outline the ravages of drug
addiction, and he did it very
well. His movie, "Dead is
Dead'' was indeed shocking in
content, and got its point
across. Mr. Cambridge was
ultimately a failure, how
ever, because the audience
was not prepared for a drug
lecture that evening.
For the most part, Mr.
Cambridge spoke tersely
about the "new candy" and
the damage he has personally
watched incur. He said the use
of pills "has destroyed our
youth."
In a rare moment of
reflection, Mr. Cambridge
considered his own situation,
and commented, "There, but
for the Grace of God, go I. " A
girl sitting in Iron of me whis
pered to her companion, "He's
goliny grace to go, loo."

Simulated TV reception

KV-15TO
Trinitron with auto color,
I"** automatic fine
In9~15-inch picture
Measured diagonally • Unique

unitron one gun/one lens true„"',6 co,or system • Auto color
control and automatic
"rg wi'h one push button
push ,he button and the
mm.
adinc? 'S ,ocked" >n • No set up
•Aul^n,s~plug il in- ,Ltm it on
sour,* ls,a,e* instant picture anC
a,able VHF antenna
•UHF
iridic ?0p an,enna • Earphone
hand n * Recessed side mounted
wood S * Wa,nut grain
cabinet. $419 95

T

SON¥

Mr. Cambridge was
Mr. Cambridge sug
emphatic about his feelings
gested that the audience and
toward drug abuse, and was
SUltes M large
K u11
well up on the subject, but
should "learn to deal with
these things alone do nolmake diugs honestly."
an interesting evening. The
We can't use metha
promotional posters put out by
done. It only makes a dif
ASUOP merely stated he ferent kind of junkie, and not a
would speak. They did not say better kind." he warned.
what the topic was. So. in
It is indeed a pity that he
effect, the people who went to was not better received. The
see him took a gamble. 1 pre leaction o! the audience, as
sume most people went to be Jar as I could see. was one ol
entertained, and. it seems lo bewilderment. They had come
me, watching a movie of to see a reputedly funny man

things to do
in the dark..
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR is here-not the man, not the
record, not the stage play, but the movie. Hosanna!
Norman Jewison directed this motion picture with the self
same ablomb as last year's FIDDLER ON THE ROOF. Witn
top notch performances, JCS is an event-a special treat for
fans ot rock as well as film.
The only faults in the two-hour flick are the lyrics by Tim
Rice. Some are hysterically witty, describing Jesus as "A
Scripture-thumping hack from Galilee" and some are help
lessly clever "He's bigger than John when he did his baptism
thing". Others, however, are too far out-far out of place.
Listening lo the rich orchestrations is worth the price of
admissions which, incidently is only $1 on Thursday for
UOP students. The music here is the best reincarnation yet
on the third time they got it right! .

•" ^
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The actors who play Mary Magdalene and Pilateare from the
ridiculously spectacular Broadway edition. It is fortunate
that the rest were left in New York when the film went to
Israel.

,

...:

' '

The dances are exciting. Only Herod's song is slightly disap
pointing. but il holds its own. The title song, almost a finale,
was singularly impressive. Here it is best to compare the
stage version with the movie. Judas trades in his gold lame
jock strap for white leather and fringe and joins the biggest
dancing/singing/shouting/leaping revival in history
a
double theatrical "Wow."
While surely designed for "the younger generation,' JCS
manages to escape Hollywood's vision of what we want. It
does not a void controversy, however, and church groups both
Christian and Judaic, have criticized this effort.
Godfrey Cambridge

junkies retching can hardly be and instead were subjected to
a relentless dope rap. More
classified as entertainment.
than one person got up and left
There were, in fact, no even before it was half over.
In this reporter's opinion,
moments of
relief. Mr.
Mr. Cambridge's presenta
Cambridge delivered several
blows to the government, most tion proved to be a severe dis
of which dealing with rela appointment. Hopefully, he
tions the United States has will finish his campaigne
with countries that smuggle in against drugs and work
toward re-establishing his
illegal drugs.
"Did Germany lose the reputation as an entertainer.
war? Did they really?" he
queried, rhetorically. In his
eyes, they obviously did not,
because Bayer Aspirin is a
Germany-based firm and sup
plies America with Morphine.
"Our country is so naive, he
lamented.
"What we need to do is
lean on those countries, like
Turkey, that supply our youth
with dope," Cambridge con
tinued. "Here we are, the
greatest nation in the world,
and our destiny is being con
trolled by lesser nations. "

AU8MRKM
KffisasgKssg
478-MI3

7555 PACIF IC AVE

IN T11E OAKH1UGE CENTER

SBSWSS-SWSSB
TOUKNIES EVERY Ml.. FKfct ^
FANTASTIC STEAMED HO I DUOS ru

y

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR is entertainment with
meaning: a serious film without serious trappings. It is epic,
yet intimate. 11 is loud, yet soft. II is violent, yet compas
sionate entertainment with meaning; a serious film without
serious trappings. 11 is epic, yet intimate. It is loud, yet soft.
It is violent, yet compassionate. And above all, JCS is fine
film-making.

Music & Mime: McLeod
A movement, a gesture, a
pose, an expression, and Don
McLeod creates not only a
character but an entire set
ting. His is the art of panto
mime. Last Friday McLeod
brought a kaliedescope of
mime and music to campus
audience.
With bis tape of original
synthetic
rock
accom
paniment, McLeod wrapped
his audience in a world of fan
tasy. The Raymond Great
Hall transformed into an
afternoon park with McLeod
as an old man
feeding
pigeons, or a boy playing bas
ketball. The scene later be
came a rock concert as
McLeod portrayed the rock,
and roll star on everything
from flute to organ.

/
McLeod showed great
versatility
in
his
interpretations of a birth
control pill, a golfer and a
kat city fat city fat city fat

MEXICAN MEAL
CHILI KELLENOS!
ENCHILADAS'
REG. $1.75

TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICK OF ONE WITH

QC|fic

ln

Ave

477-0082

^a'renq0 Center

LOP S " ''' N I S ON1;V ,

kqLJ<

UMIT: 3 PER PERSON.
.. mhtCMHER *•_

In his major piece,
"Satan's Creation" McLeod
used a rock-opera style in
illustrating
evolution.
Lighting effects intensified
McLeod's
plummetting
through time and space ape
like
beginnings.
With
mastery over every move
ment, McLeod whirlpooled
through images, the for|bidden fruit, banishment of
the hunter, the murderer, the
Bomb
and
ultimate
destruction.
out as an actor, discovered an
interest
in
mime and
eventually studied with the
famed
mime,
Marcel
Marceau. The muscle control
and
grace exhibited
in
Friday's performance shows
McLeod to be a credit to his
teacher.
CITY FAT CITY FAT CITY FAT CITY

FREE!

FRIDAY SPECIAL!

ot=C

THlSAI)'

toilet. His talent' was further
demonstrated when McLeod
asked for requests from the
audience.

BAMBOO CHOPSTICKS
WITH THIS COUPON
AND *1.00 PURCHASE
OF STOKE GOODS ,

StF OFF WITH
THIS COUPON

.ANNEX

AXXKX

ANNEX

•(Limited Supply'

ANNEJy

, • N.N EX

ANNEX

ANNEX

ANNEX
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POTPOURRI
Friday, Nov. 16
Breakfast
Mixed Pineapple &
Bing Cherries
Oatmeal
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Apricot Coffee Cake
Lunch
Cabbage Soup
Club Sandwich
C'hix a La King
Stirred Bean Sprouts
Meal Plate
Hawaiian Eyeful
Frl. Cocktail/Straw
Ice Cream Novelty •
Crisp Iximoii Thins
Dinner
linden Broil
Spanish Omelet
Orange Rico
Mixed Vegetables
Waldorf Salad
O.F.American Bread
Choc. Pudd. W/Chopped
Peanuts
Saturday, Nov. 17
Breakfast
Assorted .Juices
Cold Cereals
Donuls
Lunch
Strawberries
Waffles
Pl ied Kggs
Bacon Strips
Banana Nut Bread
Dinner
Chix Pot Pie
Codfish Cakes
Poppyseed Noodles
Corn Cobbetles
Do-ll-Yourself
Chilfonade Salad
Oatmeal Bread
Straw. Daiquire Pie
Sunday, Nov. 18
Breakfast
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Orange Bread
Lunch
Assorted Fresh Fruit
Fggs Benedict
Ind. Raisin Snail

Dinner
Ruby Punch with
Raspberries
Beef K-Bobs
Liver & Onions
Bed of Rice
Asparagus with
Hollandaise Sauce
Tossed Salad W/Crab
Dinner Roll's
Hungarian Almond
Cake

Dinner
Deep Fried Chix
Cheese Strata
Gravy
Whipped Potatos
Banana Squash
Oriental Heavenly
(iarden Salad
Biscuits
Apple Pie
Pineapple Cubes

Monday, Nov. Ill
Breakfast
Sliced Oranges
Cream of Wheal
Scrambled Kggs
Hash Browns
Donuls

Wednesday, Nov. 21
Breakfast
Grapefruit Section
FarinaScrambled Kggs
Hash Browns
Donuls

Lunch
Washington Chowder
B.B.Q. Pork/Bun
Sheperd's Pie
Broccoli Spears
Meat Plate
Cardinal Pear Mold
Banana (''lull
Sugar Cookie

Lunch
Vegetable Soup
Grilled Cheese/With
Wholewheat Bread
Chop Sucy/Chinese
Noodles-h r. Gi n Bean
Fish Plate
Crn. Jewel Mold
Choc. Chip Cookie

Dinner
Hamburger Steak
Liver &Onions
Poppyseed Noodles
Creamy Green Beans
Crab Apple Garnish
Coleslaw
Large llamb. Bun
Lemon Meringue Pie
Purple Plums

Dinner
Roast Beef
Shrimp Kgg Foo Yung
Baked Potato/Sr. Cr.
Glazed CarrotCoins
India-Nut Salad
Geneva Fr. Bread
Butterscotch Pudding

Tuesday, Nov. 20
Breakfast
Melon in Season
Oatmeal
Banana Pancakes
Straw. Syrup
Sausage Links
Prune Danish

Thursday, Nov.22
Breakfast
Applesauce
Wheathearts
Waffles/Syrup
Bacon
Bear Claws

Lunch
French Onion/Droul.
Bacon. Lettuce &
Tomato Sandwich
Ravioli
Garden Green Peas
Fruit Plate
Bavarian Mold
Ginger Fruit
Gingersnaps

Lunch
Cream of Mushroom
Tuna Salad/WheatBerry Bread
Beef Noodle Cass.
Mixed Vegetables
Fruit Plate
Peachy Berry Mold
Fruit Dessert Kleg.
Baked Custard

Dinner
Meatloaf
Chix Almond Cass
Pittsburg Potato
Corn Cobelte
Deviled Kgg Salad
Bran Muffins
Canned Pear 1/2
Pigs Ears
Friday, Nov. 23
Breakfast
Prewired Prunes
Rals'ton
Poached Kggs
Knglish Muffin
Hash Browns
Raspberry Snail
Lunch
Split Pea Soup
Patty Melt/Rye
Broccoli Chow Yuk
Spinach Souffle
Poultry Plate
Marble Top Dessert
Fruit Cocktail/Lime
Oatmeal CookieDinner
Battered Fish
Sausage St. Pepper
French Fries
Asparagus Spears
Mixed Veg. Salad
Tapioca
Saturday, Nov. 24
Breakfast
Asst. Juices
Cold Cereals
Raised Donuls
Lunch
Citrus Sections
fried Eggs
Cinnamon Apples
Sausage Links
Hash Browns"
Cranberry OrangeBread
Dinner
Pork Cutlet
Haiibut Fingers
Marsh-Yam Cass.
Steamed Artichoke
Dinner Rolls
Jello Cubes/Topping

classified ads

TYPING; Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers,
resumes,
manu
scripts, business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.

Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
Typing: Experience^ Typist1
desires work on termpapers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
Spanish Typewriters: Just
received, 25 precision Swiss
Hermes 3000 portable type
writers w/ Span-Amer. key
boards at no extra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact San
Joaquin
Bus.
Machines, 130 N. California,
465-5881.
V.W. Service: Service done,
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg,
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
Notice: Do you wish to attend a
small Baptist church with a
good youth group? Transpor
tation
provided. Call
A!
Warren at 478-6431.

Apt. Needed: First year Phar
macy student wants to move
olf-campus (preferably close
to campus) as soon as possible.
Contact: Gloria, #261, Grace
Covell, 466-3581.
Wanted: Administative work
•experience to lead to possible
career opportunity. Assist in
establishing local explorer
scouts division. Male or fe
male. Contact Helm Haas. 101
Baun Ball 946-2151.
Apt. Needed: COP senior girl
needs an apt. near campus for
Jan. term and spring. (Preleru'bly
cheap)
Contact
Roxanne at 478-3611 after 7
p.m.
Must Sell: Austin HealySprite,
'68, good cond., new tires, roll'
bar, extras. $719 or best offer.
Please cull Ed at 478-2704.
Room for Rent: Grace Covell
Hall, room 261, Contact Gloria
466-3581.
Job Available: Manager lor
ASUOP Discount Records.
Applications available today.
Deadline lor applications is
Thanksgiving
vacation.
Applicant must demonstrate
ability to manage and buy
record slock. Contact ASUOP
Office for application.

For Sale: 1968 Opel Ralhw
"Blue Book" $675. Kaaral
Tires. Cull 478-7990.
For Sale: 1968 Plymouth Fury
III, loaded with extras. Call
464-3507.
For Sale: Single mattress"
waterbed w/ pedestal and
foam pad. 5 yr. guar. Call 4784389 before 9 am or betw. 5 & 7
pm.
For Sale: Practically new ski
'boots - Henke, Size 10-11 $35 or
best offer Lindy at KUOl'-FM
946-2330.
For Sale: Harmon Kardon 331)
amp. 100 watts. 2 Electrovoice
speakers. Garrard 55 SL turn
table w/ Stanton 500e car
tridge. $325 or offer. Call 946
2509.
For Sale: DynacoQuadrasonic
Amp., high quality Saiisui turn
table and speakers. $525. Call
478-7990.
JOBS ON SHIPs: No experi
ence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
lor
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. v-1 P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washing
ton 98362.

pftcF. from pg. 2
Dr. Moule has been
chairman of the history de
partment since November 23,
1965. He is convinced that it is
the College of the Pacific's
test academic department.
"This is a teaching de
partment, as well as a writing
department.'' he explained,
noting that the teaching load
at COP is favorable for a pro
fessor who wants to do both.
"All of the faculty mem
bers of the history depart
ment will take the time to
meet with students on an
individual basis," he con
tinued. He is pleased that the
history department faculty
has also been writing and pub
lishing. He believes that the
time spent on research and
writing is essential for a pro
fessor who doesn't want his
teaching to "gel stale".
Moule would like to spend
more time on these important
professorial duties, and is
looking
forward to the
additional hours he'll be able
to utilize when he's no longer
that department chairman.
Moule's research now is
directed to renewing, up
dating and improving his
teaching. His interest in wri
ting would be limited to text
books. "I am a teacher, not a
scholar," he explained.
When course scheduling
permits, Moule enjoys oc
casional, small class sessions
at his home. "My projection
screen is much larger than
those on campus. In my
opinion, my stereo setup is
superior to the classroom
phonographs and the listen
ing library in the music de
partment."
Regretting the 10 a.m.
scheduling of European Cul
tural History this semester, he
added. "I'd like to be able to
'bathe' the students in some
outstanding baroque music."
In lieu of the homestyle meet
ings, he has encouraged stu
dents to lead class sessions,
offering talent and personal
experiences.
The dedication to his stu
dents and profession is rein
forced by his dedication to his
tory.
"The study of history pro
motes an educated perspect
ive of contemporary society
and its institutions." Admit
ting that hifctory is not a
practical area of study for
today's employment seeker,
Dr. Moule maintains that
history is relevant for modern
man.
Dr. Moule received a
Bachelor of Arts degree in his
tory at Wheaton College in Illi
nois. "I've always wanted to

teach," he explains. So aft""
year in the business wori^

began graduate study

^

ats;a*
ford University.
After earning a Master
degree, Moule began w
teaching career at Stanf™
He came to College of
Pacific 27 years ago.
*
Dr. Moule describes him
self as "a man who came?
Pacific long ago, stayed a!
liked it."
DOPE from pg. l
special unmarked cars i
undercover
agents ;
surveilance, and even 'ti
funds used to purchase ill f
drugs
from
suspecff
peddlers.
The Metropolitan Na,
cotics Unit, the Organic
Crime and Intelligence Unit
and the State Division
Narcotics got back the $c
they had put up for a purchasi
of cocaine with the recent
arrest of two persons. Poijce
said Frank C. Peeoraro, m
and Candice Pierson, 19, had
been under surveilance (or
some time and had been the
object of direct investigation
for over a month.
Narcotics and Intelli
gence officers said that
a six month investigation and
$600 spent on heroin preceded
the October raid which netted
nine persons and approx
imately $25,000 worth of high grade heroin.

Researchers at Penn
sylvania State University
speculate that a steel or tin
can discarded today should
be completely broken down
by the year 2073. A glass
bottle might last until the
year 1,001,972. Aluminum
cans which are disposed ol
in 1973 should be degraded
by
2113 and
plastic
wrappers by the year 2200.
Not sure what to'do for
Easter this year? Howabouta
trip to London?
For only
$575.00, you can spend a week
in London sightseeing and
seeing plays.
A1 Muller, director ol the
Delta College theatre, will
head the nine-day tour.
Included in the flat fee is the
round-trip air transportation
via TWA, hotel accommo
dations, breakfasts, a half-da)
sightseeing tour of London,
reserved seats lor seven
shows, excursions to Oxford
and Stratford, transportation
between airport and hotel, and
For more informational^
registration forms, contact
CAMPUS-ON-THE-MOVF
Alfred Muller, San Jond"1"
Delta College.
_

PRE-DENTAL STUDENTS
Dental Admission Test
Review Course
CLASSROOM STUDY D.A.T. SKILLS AND
TECHNIQUES TO MAXIMIZE YOUR SCORE
ON JAN. EXAM.
Begins at Davis, Jan. 4, 1974
CALL OR WRITE TODAY

D.A.T. Review Course
P.O. Box 6076
San Rafael, Cal. 94903
(415) 841-8635

